Little Theatre Tournament Visited by Three Hundred Guests

Varsity Wins 2 as Frosh Take Cornell Frosh by 7-6 Score

The varsity baseball club continued winning when it defeated the DePauw, Indiana, Saturday, in a game over 7 to 2. Hawley and Bernard both scored two runs apiece for the Ithacans in the first inning. City League boys from hiring, while in the third and further game with the Cornell Frosh and defeated them 2 to 6. Until the last inning's boys held the Cornellers for four straight hits in that last inning nearly cost them the game. Hawley looks like a future star of 23 field goals with the ability of a good material among the none, still to round out the old team.

Monday afternoon, the Frosham club defeated the Cornell Frosh School in a game over 7 to 3 in a game over 7 to 3 in the first half, in a game over 7 to 3 in the third half, and in a game over 7 to 3 in the fourth half.

"Eliah" Spectacular; 439 Voices in Chorus

Bonelli, Doe, Solists

Henry Carey Jr.: Ithaca Boys

Among the outstanding musical events of the spring season was "Eliah," presented on the last day of the Ithaca High School. "Eliah" was found to be a fitting vehicle for the students of the Ithaca High School to express their love for the Bible.

Tolpansk Directs Przhe School Band

Hermit Tolpansk, a graduate of Ithaca College in 1929 and who has a position in the music department of the Ithaca High School, Elizabeth, N. J., has written Dr. Tolpansk's Hamilton High Band was first placed in a recent contest and that his Roosevelt High Band came second in a later contest. Tolpansk has also been a concert director in New York City for over 15 years, and he is also doing summer study at Teachers' College, Columbia University.

"Red Harvest" to be Shown at Reunion

Among other interesting events to take place this month will be the Reunion of the Class of 1929. The reunion will be held on Saturday, May 27. The program of events is as follows:

- Saturday morning 9-12-Registration of nurses and general gypsyhood of the Class of 1929.
- Saturday afternoon 3-4-Lunch at the Hotel, Colonel McP.""
- 3-4 Band Concert in DeVil Park by the Ithaca College Band under the direction of Wesley Bell. Bell is presented on the evening of May 27.
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Ithaca College Given Gift of Stage Cloth

Ithaca College is the recipient of a gift of stage cloth. The gift is a valuable contribution to the college. The gift represents the outpouring of the generosity of the alumni of Ithaca College.

Three hundred of the alumni of Ithaca College were present at the presentation of the gift.

College Band Plays Concert at Cortland

The Ithaca College Band presented a successful concert at the Cortland High School. The concert was held in the auditorium of the college. The program was filled with a variety of music, both light and serious, and was enjoyed by a large audience.

The concert was well received by the audience, and the band received a standing ovation for their performance.

Geneva Wins Long Play Contest; Bauer, Elliott, Johnson, Awarded

If the numerical records indicate the success of a project, then the seventh annual Little Theatre Tournament was a great success. In fact, it was a greater success than those of the past two years. There were three hundred guests in Ithaca for the activities and the ceremonies. The names of those who will receive the awards for the performances of the Little Theatre Tournament are:

The winners of the long play contest is "The New York World," first place, Falls School; second place, Maryland High School; third place, Ithaca High School.

The awards for the best performers were presented to the following:

- Baseball Team: Ithaca College
- Football Team: Ithaca College
- Track Team: Ithaca College

Alumni Holds Dinner At Dining Hall; Music by Students

A new impetus was given to the activities of Ithaca College alumni in Tromp, County, at a dinner held in the college dining hall Tuesday evening.

The intercollegiate competition at the pre-liminary of the alumni association, which included many members of the Board of Trustees, for this year included about thirty alumni, the college faculty, other college and alumni of the college.

Virginia Beeler Presents Recital

Sunday afternoon, April 27 in the Little Theatre, Virginia Beeler presented her senior munist recital. "Irm," a medley of the most difficult and picturesque characterizations of the composer, was selected to represent the composer. The recital was given without the applause of the audience.

The recital was given without the applause of the audience. The audience was occupied in the performance of the recital.
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**Randings and summations by Tom Murray**

It was well, it was quite a Tournament ... and all that. Although there aren’t as many schools represented as in some years ... there was more talk about some of the contents returning to our noble walls in the fall. We saw some clever lads and ladies in those plays and should be glad that they are at least thinking of coming here. For some of us ... it was just the transmutation for which we feel like veterans.

For several weeks ... that is derisory. Bill Cornell was often heard to ask if we were possible ... Some one should have told him. Or maybe they didn’t have the heart to say it.

Do you think I could have my last attempt to stake a conclusion ... if it’s picked an old show that he had often placed ... refurbished some of the scenes, got some new songs, picked a star cast to draw the crowd ... and then tried to put those scenes in the background. He gave them bits in the way of and juggled the verses for himself. But it is the same case ... same scene, played. Couldn’t have come ... but Louisa Fairclough, a star of the silent days ... crashed through in a bit part. She nicely show with costume and appropriate looks. For she was a fine job with a bit part she is in the light. Al succeeded in promoting a comeback ... but it was for Louisa ... Mona. Try to make myself remember ... that’s for so of the drama.

Was talking to Ed Flynn ... who is normally neither here. But Ed has a bit of research work he would like to do. He has discovered that there is something interesting about the different kinds of total qualities to be found in sprawling suburban choir. He feels only the pity in the Ithacan offer so far ... but hopes that soon he’ll have a whole room-full of them. He has not yet any real nobles experience ... like Guy’s symphony. Maybe in a year or so from living in Schenectady.

Must take back what I said last week ... Billy Petry and Luke Potts not the first to leave the elements ... Was told quite definitely that three girls had been in ahead of them. We males are certainly being ground ... I hope that reveals

---

**STUDENT RECITAL A VARIED PROGRAM**

{Continued from page 20}

of the pieces of the various and perfect form of Bach’s “Prelude and Fugue,” contrasted with the strange and brilliant “Rivulet and Fire Dance” by Ta-Full or the stirring “Húngarische Rhapsodie” of Liszt. The ability to master Goring’s regard, surely music and at the same time dress Downfall’s “Intrusions in the Water” is particularly advantageous to any student of the Art.

Without attempting a detailed or analytical review of our musical concert we must compliment both pupils and teachers. To prepare and deliver in public a program of that length and difficulty demands much study and hard work. Many of the students of the three days’ work has been fine spirit and application.

In passing, an additional point may well be noted. Much may be learned from “Eligos” student recordings as well as finished performances. The performances of technical accuracy necessary for full stage presentations cannot be overemphasized.

{Continued on page three}
A Real Laundry Service
ITHACA LAUNDRIES, INC.
182 ADAMS STREET

A Large of Service

Seasons Greetings
We call for and deliver

The North Side Pharmacy
59 N. Cayuga St.

Why Not Have The Best At No Extra Cost?
Have Your Shoes Rebuilt By Joe Coesentini

SPORTING GOODS
Sale News!

Tennis Balls
25c

Golf Balls
25c

Tennis Slacks
$1.98

Sanitized or by just drink.

Have your Tennis Racket Restrung
$2.50 up

Tremain, Kings
State at Cayuga
Second Floor

Rothschild's May Opportunity Sale
A Storewide Event with bargains in Every One of Our 59 Departments

Rothschild's

Every One
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BAGATELLES
by A. Kay

The only sin against life is to permit one's self to get too tired to enjoy it... Yellow hat and scarf in Ithaca... The awful flux isn't too far away... The shortest pen ever written is now repairable to be, "I, Why?"... which is much better than its predecessor, "Adam, Had 'em."... The pretty clamps of Nassau on the past tree, covering near the Dining Hall... we can't smell them... which remind me that the Summer School students will keep the press... as ponderable... Proposers, a combination of diplomacy, teaching, and bath-reading all at the same time... but to different scholars... Peggy and Steve in Saranac again... Jim Zani's very hot tea... Loren, Charlie... If things always remained the same we would be bored as a chimney on the roof-top... a hitherto unknown... Betty and Teddy... "'Twas rumored already... are going quite steadily... "Giant!" Keller's voice audible in the "Barretts of Wimpole Street"... Delightful current calls... Alumni Banquet a success... The Bohemian meeting... subtle studies on English diction... unforgettable corners... Stravinsky, Debussy, Opium, Ballet, Agamemnon, Pölinke, Black Rhythm on a Pendulum... Ona Vogt has it... and Elec-

tion Hall is still that way... showing off till the company goes... at the "House of Rothschild"... the line that stopped the show... He tipped his chauffeur a dime when leaving the car... whereupon the chauffeur said, "But Mr. Rothschild, you're daughter always gives me more than that..." and whispered Mr. B. replied, "Well, my daughter has a rich father. I haven't."... Thanks to C. James for "From the standpoint of one of the audience, at least, blanchers proved a remarkable one of the intrinsic value of music."... Had confused and diffused sensations at Elffin... So encouraging... people no longer applied between movements of a symphony... nothing should have been shot about the fact in the Little Theatre during the Tournament... it's only wise to make us as uncomfortable as we should have felt during "Shakespeare."... On being asked how they liked the play, someone replied, "... and when he said 'Put!... be still!'... Feel sorry for those who missed the C.C. (Crandall-Christie) recital... and some did... Just discovered that sensitiveness can be hid... someone whom I thought I knew for two years... just introduced himself to me... with a tear... a tiny person with hands that do things beside dingle... He was overwhelmed by his ignition... so he said. He didn't feel overwhelmed... rather did he feel an admission... and that happens to be the first time I ever knew. Don't you think so, Pete?... An Indian's cheeks... or perhaps, wrinkled... yes... but red... like an apple that lasted through the winter... Like that line of gallantry... "Come into my garden, I want me

sues to see you..."... and speaking... it proves reminds me of wall-flowers... those were the girls who never danced... now, the wall-flowers are the ones who dance every dance..."..."... was told me..."... The tall sunflowers... pleasant chieftains, with curtains for stems and yellow drops of water for pets... with their loyal subjects... the crimson plumes instead of plundering my Violets and Crocuses, the happy children... while the levee主治ess Hollyhocks wait for the rain... That hum toasting makes my eyes water... 

Peoples Market

Choice Meats at Low Prices

We Deliver

Milk With Cream left in

Marshall Dairy Co.

Dial 2904

they were in New York on a short

ball trip. One never knows what a young woman may do... Mr. Ziegler asks--"Are you on the Ithaca Staff?..."

Next week the Junior Ball... the week after, the Navy Day affair... and "Red Haven,"... when Commencement... and then... I remem-

---they age good grapes to make rare wines

---and they do something like that to mellow good tobaccos

WHERE THE RARE WINES... came from they know that the two most important things in wine-making are the selection of the grapes and the long years of aging in the wine cellars.

IT'S VERY MUCH THE SAME IN the making of a cigarette. You have to get the right tobaccos, then put them away to age and mellow in wooden boxes.

You can't make a good cigarette like Chesterfield in a day. It takes over two years to age the tobaccos for your Chesterfields—but it adds something to the taste and makes them milder.

Teacher's Agency Photos

Seniors—your application depends to some extent on a good photo. Let us make them for you this year. We can have your finished work in 24 hours.

THE TOMPKINS STUDIO

140 E. State St.

Every time that modern Science
really knows about is used to make Chesterfield the cigarette that's milder, the cigarette that tastes better.